Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2015 - How To Enhance Global Search by Adding/Removing New Entities
The global search is a great tool for looking up information in a fast and efficient way. Just type in a word
and the global search will pull up every entity that is attached to that word. An entity is an account,
contact, lead, opportunity, and ext. In the example below, I typed in the word “the” and it pulled up
everything that started with and linked to the word “the”.

But the global search is limited because it only looks up the entities it is told to. Sometimes you want a
more widespread search or sometimes you want a very specific search. The best way to utilize global
search to look up exactly what you want is to add the entities you want and exclude the ones you don’t
want. Just follow these steps to learn how to do this. (Note: You are limited to looking up ten entities).
1. First go to settings and Administration. Then click on system settings.

2. Once the system settings comes up, scroll down and click on select entries for search.

3. Highlight all of the entities in the available entities that you want the global search to use. Then
click add. If you want to remove any entities, highlight what you want to remove on the Selected
Entities section. Then click remove. You can also rearranged them by highlighting one entity and
clicking move up or down.

An example of this could be that you want to be able to quick search your goals to see where you are at
with certain goals you have set. This is the exact same search as the example provided earlier but with
the goal entity added. Now any goal with the key word pops up along with everything else.

Enhance the Global Search By Adding/Removing Fields
Sometimes the global search will look for information in the entity you want it to but will not look deep
enough to find exactly what you are look for. This usually happens because the global search is not
looking in the specific field in that entity that you would prefer it to look in. By adding fields, you really
can fine tune exactly what the global search will look for. Just follow the steps below to learn how to
add fields in a specific entity to the global search. Reminder, the more fields you have the search look
for, the longer the search will take. For my example, I want to be able to global search a state and see
every contact who lives in that state. Let’s ay I global search for “Ohio” and I get this.

By adding the specific field I need so I can accomplish my goal.
1. First go to settings and customizations. Then click on customize the system.

2. Then click on entities. This will open up all of the entities that you can customize. Click on the
entity that you want to edit, in this example I will be clicking on contact. Once you click on the
entity, you want to click on view. Then scroll down until you find quick find active contacts.
Quick find means global search. Before you click it make sure the customize section for this is
true or else you will not be able to customize this entity. If it is true then click on it.

3. A new window will pop up. Find and click on add view columns.

4. Another window will pop up. This is where you can check what fields you want the global search
to look in for this specific entity. Once you are done selecting what you want, click ok. For this
example I check address 1: State.

5. The global search will only look in the first three fields so you have to move the field that you
just add to one of the first three spots. Click on the field you just added and use the arrows
under common tasks to move it.

6. The next step is to go into add find columns. That will bring up a similar pop up like the view
columns. Again check the field you would like to add and hit ok. Once you have completed steps
5 and 6 click on save and close.

7. Then click on publish all customizations. A small pop up window will appear saying publishing.
Once it goes away you can exit out of this screen.

8. Now your global search is find tuned to do exactly what you want. In my example, when I type
Ohio into the global search, it brings up every contact that is located in Ohio.

And that is how to refine your global search to get exactly what you want.
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